Abstract. We introduce the concept of deadlock immunity-a program's ability to avoid all deadlocks that match patterns of deadlocks experienced in the past. We present here an algorithm for enabling large software systems to automatically acquire such immunity without any programmer assistance. We prove that the algorithm is sound and complete with respect to the immunity property. We implemented the algorithm as a tool for Java programs, and measurements show it introduces only modest performance overhead in real, large applications like JBoss. Deadlock immunity is as useful as complete freedom from deadlocks in many practical cases, so we see the present algorithm as a pragmatic step toward ridding complex concurrent programs of their deadlocks.
Introduction
Writing concurrent software is a challenging task, because it requires careful reasoning about complex interactions between concurrently-running threads. Programmers consider concurrency bugs to be some of the most insidious. An important category of such bugs result in deadlocks-situations in which a set of threads cannot make forward progress because each thread is waiting to acquire a lock held by another thread in that set. Avoiding the introduction of deadlock bugs during development is challenging, because large software systems are developed by multiple teams totaling hundreds to thousands of programmers. Testing is not a panacea either, because exercising all possible execution paths and thread interleavings is still infeasible for large programs; the result is that deadlock bugs do slip into most large production software. Unfortunately, debugging deadlocks is tedious, because they are hard to reproduce and diagnose.
We expect deadlocks to become more frequent, as multi-core CPUs lead to higher degrees of concurrency and encourage new software systems to be increasingly more parallel. There have been proposals for making concurrent programming easier, such as transactional memory [6] , but issues concerning I/O and long-running operations still make it difficult to provide atomicity transparently (ironically, several transactional memory implementations resort to locking for implementing efficient transactions and can thus lead to application deadlocks). We believe that locks will continue being a primary vehicle for synchronization in multi-threaded applications.
Several approaches detect and prevent the introduction of deadlocks before a program runs, by using various forms of static analysis [3, 4, 7, 16] . These approaches typically aim to find deadlock bugs in the source code and either let the programmer fix them, or automatically instrument the application with new locks that introduce serialization in the deadlock-prone code. The challenge faced by static approaches is that they either generate many false positives (i.e., wrongly identify deadlock bugs) and burden programmers with sifting through the reports to pick out the true bugs, or they do not scale to large applications due to resource consumption that is exponential in the size of the analyzed program. In fact, false positives vs. scalability appears to be an essential tradeoff in static techniques for finding deadlocks.
Dynamic approaches [2, 5, 12, 15, 17] often face a different challenge: false negatives. Since they rely exclusively on runtime information from the present execution (e.g., a lock trace), deadlocks may still occur, because they cannot be predicted. In fact, the pure version of the deadlock avoidance problem is generally undecidable, because it can be reduced to the halting problem [9] 1 . One way to simplify the problem and circumvent undecidability is to save deadlock information that persists across executions, and leverage this knowledge to avoid solely the already-encountered deadlocks.
Our proposed approach detects deadlocks at runtime and saves the contexts in which they occurred, in order to avoid the contexts in future runs. This constitutes achieving "immunity" against the corresponding deadlocks. To avoid previously-seen deadlocks we employ program steering [10] and automatically change the scheduling of threads. A program with deadlock immunity will progressively eliminate the manifestations of its deadlocks bugs, by automatically avoiding a monotonically increasing set of deadlock contexts. We expect this approach to result in fewer false positives, because it relies on deadlock patterns that actually manifested, not on inferred deadlocks that may occur in the future. However, if a deadlock does not have a pattern similar to an already encountered one, our approach will not avoid it (false negative). To be precise, the false negative rate of our approach is exactly one per deadlock context, because all runs after the first occurrence will be free of the corresponding deadlock pattern.
Fortunately, deadlock immunity is often as useful as complete deadlock avoidance in practice, since the only difference is that one occurrence per deadlock pattern. Thus, software users now have the option of employing a tool based on our approach, instead of waiting for the manifest deadlock bugs to be fixed by software vendors. In fact, deadlock immunity must not be only an interim solution, but could also provide permanent immunity against those deadlocks, without having to risk the system destabilization often associated with patching. This paper makes three main contributions: (a) An algorithm for developing deadlock immunity with no assistance from programmers or users; (b) Proof that the algorithm is sound (i.e., avoids deadlocks while preserving liveness) and eventually complete (i.e., avoids all deadlocks after a finite number of steps); and
